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Diversity Steering Group formed Congress adjus t s
student loan process
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

If you have come to help me, please
go home. However, if you have come
because your liberation -Allied
in with
my own,, then let's work together. Australian abori gine woman
The questto make Colby more
diverse continues with the formation of the Diversity Steering
Group. According to Steering
Group leader June ThorntonMarsh, however, the group's exploration of diversity focuses less
on benefits for minorities than on
the connection shared by both minorities and non-minorities in the
view of the world as a whole.
"The aim isn't necessarily to
get more persons of color to Colby
— everyone is diverse, really —¦
but rather to create intimate working groups to look at how we can
work together to learn about our
existing differences," said
Thornton-Marsh. Through this,
said Thornton-Marsh, the group
will benef i t non-minorities as well
as minorities.
The group, led by ThorntonMarsh, Associate Dean of Residential Life Jan Arminio and Student
Association (Stu-A) President Tom
Ryan '96, will , according to
Thornton-Marsh, explore how the
Colby community can gather together and embrace diverse groups.
"We hope to bridge together those
who are different from us...to embrace who we are as a ' [diverse]
group but also reach out to other

BY ALISON BORNSTEIN
News Editor

E cho file pho to
Stu-A president Tom Ryan '96 outlined plans for a Diversity
Steering Group in his State of the College address.
groups. It's about talking with our group has not yet held a formal
hearts to each other."
meeting and is still in the process of
The idea of the group was first looking for members, it is difficult
introduced last year by Stu-A Presi- to know the group's exact plans,
dent Brian Raffetto '95 and Vice- according to Arminio.
President Josh Woodfork '97 based
"We're in the process of getting
on Trustee Commission proposals. the group together, seeing where
"The continuing vision Brian and we want to go concerning diverJosh saw from the Trustee Commis- sity,"said Arminio. "We need to see
sion planted the seed for us," said what role the community wants to
Thornton-Marsh. "Tom [Ryan] has p lay."
According to Thornton-Marsh,
since watered the seed and we're in
the process of seeing it flourish."
the group hopes to involve all clubs
The group intends to explore and organizations in responsibl y
campus diversity and ways to over- looking at diversity and applying it
come obstacles preventing the at- to a liberal arts education .
tainment of diversity. Since the see DIVERSITYon page 3

Congress is preparing to kick
out thousands of college students
and hundreds of schools out of the
new direct loan program, according to the U.S. Department of Education. Approximately two million
college students at more than 1,350
schools have direct loans.
Under direct lending, students
bypass the maze of lenders and
other middlemen that comprise the
old guaranteed loan system and
borrow directly from the federal
government through their campus
financial aid offices. Eliminating
these middlemen saves taxpayers
billions of dollars,and students are
given the option of paying back
their loans as a percentage of their
income, so that they can repay the
loans more easily.
Congress is pitting students
against special interests," said
U.S. Secretary ol Educa tion Richard W. Riley. "Partisan politics
and special interests are winning
out over common sense and the
best interests of students, schools
and taxpayers. Returning to the
old loan program means wasted
time and hassle for students when
they take out their loans, but it
also means preserving billions of
dollars in profits for all the
middlemen that make up the old
system."

Direct loans are almost 40 percent of the total student loan volume, according to Riley.
Congress created a new student loan program in 1993 to replace the old Federal Stafford Loan
program through banks and other
lenders.
"My theory is that the new program will be better for the federal
government, students and families," said Colby Director of Financial Aid Lucia Whittelsey.
"The banks are unhappy because they were the lenders, but
now the federal government is the
lender so the banks are losing,"
said Whittelsey. "My understanding is that banks are fi ghting hard
to cut back or eliminate the program."
"The new William D. Ford Federal Direct Stafford Loan
(FDL)program , which includes
dramatic improvements in both
service and repayment terms, is
being phased in nationally over a
four to five year period," said
Whittelsey.
FDL provides a number of improvements for students including a simpler application process
and a more flexible repayment
process, according to Whittelsey .
Several of the specific FDL benefi ts include the establishment of
the FAFSA or "Renewal FAFSA"
as the only loan application students will have to complete, a
see FUNDS on p ag e 3

Feb. Freshmen: the new kids on the block
BY ANNA HAMLEN

upperclassmen is not there because many are away, so that Activities Josh Eckel, the Big Sib program that began in the fall
will become a part of this year's mid-year orientation, as well.
Contributing Writer
plays a role in making the adjustment process harder."
"This year we are going to take the COOT leaders and make
Margot Higgins '97, has similar feelings about entering as
In January, 40 to 50 new members of the freshmen class, a Feb. Freshman. "It definitely was tough to adjust. A lot of them a multitude of things,"said Eckel. The orientation leaders
known as "Feb. Freshmen,"will arrive on campus excited to groups had already formed and it was kind of hard to find a will not only take on the role as COOT leaders, but will also be
experience all that Colby College has to offer. Yet in the past this niche in the community coming in the middle of the year in Big Sibs for the incoming students. "It is a consolidation of all
of the things we are trying to do—it's sort of a retention tool."
group of students have said they had trouble adjusting to life terms of clubs and other things."
Entering Colby as a Feb. Freshman is not a success for some
The adjustment process has proven difficult for many, but
at Colby.
"It is more difficult to come here in January than it is to come these experiences have also had a positive side. "I really liked students. Kim Taylor '98 said,"I just didn't feel,ever, that I was
here in September and I don't think anyone would tell you any the experience of going abroad; I wouldn't change that for the a part of the Colby community or that I was welcomed onto
differentl y," said Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen. world. But coming to campus was difficult," said Joanna campus the same way that I saw this fall's freshmen were."
"I think that a formal introduction of the Feb. Freshmen to
"Our goal is to make it as easy as possible to arrive in January, to Meronk '98. "It was hard to make friends at first, but as time
transition into the freshman classand into the College in general." went on it worked itself out. It's just that the first couple of the rest of the class could have been beneficial so that everyone
knew that there were 50 new members of the freshmen class,"
According to the Admissions Department, the Feb. Fresh- months were a little more difficult."
'T enjoyed the program and my travels abroad,"said Paris. Higgins said. "This would also point out to the people who had
man program was instituted in the early '80s. Students who
participate in the progra m are chosen by Admissions to enter "It was an opportunity that I would not have experienced alread y formed small groups within the class that those things
do change and that people should try to keep an open mind."
in January and are offered three options to study abroad with otherwise. I think it is important."
"The orientation process was kind of lousy because it
"Maybe just letting the whole campus know that there are
a Colb y group in London, England, Cuernevaca, Mexico or
new
freshmen on campus would help the Feb. Freshmen not
Dijon , France. While the majority of these students participate wasn't like we were being oriented — we just went with all the
same people we knew before,"said Jay Ireland '96. "It became feel like such outsiders," Tay lor said. "I still don't feel like I'm
in a Colby program, some choose alternate options.
During the first week in January, a mid-year orientation an orientation of the Feb. Freshmen students, not an orienta- part of this campus and that's part of the reason I am leaving."
Associate Dea n of Students Mark Serdjenian addressed the
and a winter COOT progra m are offered the students entering tion with the rest of the school. I think it took longer to adjust."
'it was reall y hard coming in as a Feb. Freshman," said issue concerning the numbers of Feb. Freshmen who transfer
Colby at this time. Feb. Freshmen responses to the orientation
Ashley Johnson '98. "It is amazing to me how juvenile the out of Colby. "I can't say statisticall y that the number of midand adjustment process are similar.
time
to
be
entering
a
whole social hierarchy system is here. You just have to weed years transferring is unusuall y high over the years; what I
opportune
Plan
is
not
the
most
"Jan
would say is that it can be awkward to enter in January, and
school because of the fact that the school is not in full swing," through it and get used to it and not let it get to you."
upon
the
February
Colby
is willing and makes an effort to listen to ideas that can
This year Colby is trying to improve
said Jonathan Paris '96. "The programs are limited, the students are small in number, the guidance that is given by the orientation process. According to Assistant Director of Student help to make the winter arrival a smoother one."Q

Presidents ' Council discusses
internal problems, multiculturalism

Academic Affairs Commi tt ee
examines add/drop p olicy

BY KOL HARVEY
Staff Writer

The Academic Affairs Committee is examining the new add/
drop policy, according to Student Association Vice President Tina
Goudreau '98. "Students who did not have grades back yet had
their (drop date) extended," said Godreau. She said that some
faculty members were reluctant to change the policy for fear of
losing their credibility.
Stu-A President Tom Ryan '96 added that "the original idea was
to combat grade inflation. [The drop policy] is a good chance for the
•Presidents' Council to show that the faculty acted irrationally."
Heights President Adam Pearsall '98 countered the majority opinion stating- that when "I*came to Colby l came to learn, not to get
grades. I know that a lot of people drop courses just to keep their
GPA ' up. I am morall y against that, although I probabl y don't
represent my entire dorm with that view." (KH)

Discussion at the Nov. 15 Presidents'Council meeting turned from
campus concerns to the Council
itself. Colby 's student legislative
body discussed perceived inefficiency and ineptitude among members of Presidents' Council arid the
Student Association (Stu-A) executive board.
East Quad President Kari Hoose
'98 opened the floor for discussion
by expressing concern that the council has strayed from its original goal
for the year. "If multiculturalism is
supposed to be our goal, then let us
do something about it,"said Hoose.
Hoose cited Colby 's trained National Coalition Building Institute
(NCBI) program facilitators as a
good, resource' for moire informa.- . • • •
"
tion. '
"Maybe one of the problems is
that we don't khow the issues. I
would like to see a mandatory NCBI
workshop for all of [Presidents'
Council members],"said Hoose. She
also suggested talking to admissions
and campus organizations to learn
feel
about
how
they
multiculturalism, before jumping
into any action.
Pierce President Mark House '97
suggested that the workshops be
offered to all students, beyond just
Presidents' Council. Mary Low
Commons Vice President Charles
Costanzo '98 fel t NCBI-type workshops "should be mandatory for
people who areelected or appointed
in the dorms" and added that the
Pug h Center should hfei p
multiculturalism at Colby.
>' !j
Responding to dissension
among Council members, Johnson
Commons President Chris Sullivan
'97, who said he has "not heard one
bad comment about [NCBI] from
any of the hall staff who attended
it," urged everyone to attend a NCBI
workshop soon.
Steve Papagiotas '97, Johnson
Commons vice president, added
that "if we are going to make this
commitment [to diversity and
multiculturalism] we should make
people in our dorms aware of NCBI.
What we have to do now is to learn
how to use the diversity we have on
campus now and bring it out. If
people opened their eyes and looked
around they would see that there is
more diversity on campus that we

Safe-rides program proposed
The Student Association is looking into a safe-rides program to
combat the possible rise in drunk driving as more parties .are. held off
campus. Dorm presidents were asked to bring up the idea in their halls
and ask for volunteers to provide rides on weekend nights. Ben Jorgensen,
director of student activities, said that vehicles would be provided.
"Drivers would have to be 18 years old with a clean driving record," he
said. The program hopes to serve Winslow and other areas not covered
by the Jitney. (KH)

More parking spaces creat ed
Security has created more parking spaces for student commuters in
the Roberts and Foss/Woodman parking lots, according to Richard
Male, director of security. The spots had previously been assigned to
construction workers. Nale reported that in the winter months security
will strictly enforce no-parking zones on campus to enable snow
removal. "No overnight parking is allowed in the commuter spaces or
faculty/staff lots on campus."
Nale also said that Security will take an active role in snow removal
this winter as to "minimize as much as possible the dangers of snow and
ice." The largest burden of snow removal around the dorms and
walkways will remain on the custodial services and grounds crews.
(KH)
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'98 delivered a prepared statement.
"During the past meetings of this
Council, I have been continuously
and repeatedly concerned with the
manner in whichthese meetings and
thisbod y havebeenrun... After each
meeting lam continuously appalled
at the lack of content...and with the
apparent ineptitude in which they
are run. In addition, the topics discussed at these meetings
seem...irrelevant to the concerns and
problems of the student body."
Littell cited the new 21-year-old
briefing sessions as one example of
an issue that was "brushed aside by
members running [the] meeting.
Instead [we] turned to the evidently
more pressing problems with the
frozen yogurt machine at Dana."
Littell asked to recall the alcohol
issue to the Council to learn "how
many of the hospitalizations [which]
prompted the deans' actions were
of students who had been drinking
in their rooms [versus] at a party,"
but said that he never learned the
procedures to do it. Littell questioned the Stu-A executives'knowledge of proper procedures. He did
not receive an answer.
Stu-A President Tom Ryan '96
said that "it is unfortunate that
people are slamming [Stu-A]. We
are up there every day talking with
the administration. You are supposed to bring us down to earth . We
don't hear any response until we
hear it in this way."
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"The topics discussed
at these meetings
seem ... irrelevant to
the concerns and
problems of the
- student Jbody. "
-Andr ew Littel *98

Stu-A Secretary Angela Milardo
'96 added '"! agree that" you are entitled to you opinions, but it made
me angry. Presidents'Council is not
taking responsibility. It is not fair
that you come to us and tell us what
we do wrong and do nothing yourself."
Hoose said, "It is all of our fault
for hot dealing with it before. " She
said the problem comes from many
new council members who do not
know the limits of the Council's
power. Hoose said she felt that the
real problem is a lack of respect.
"People talk amongst themselves
during council... and make me and
other people feel like idiots. I don't
want to point fingers, but I think it
can be solved with better orientation. Other members agreed with
the lack of community ' spirit on
coiirtcil-' tiTIM^lMie^kfioWled ge 7 of
others or bonding time for Council
members;
Much of the council's frustration comes from feeling
powerless."We do a lot of talking,
but I don't know who is listening,"
said Dagan Loisel '98, Mary Low
Commons president. "I feel that no
matter what I do, thie people in the
dorms, in the administration and
on campus in general just don't
care."
Milardo added that "one of [my]
biggest frustra tions is that...many
of the things in Presidents' Council
are really a waste of time. Do we
really have a voice? Is there any
point in what we are doing? I think
that we need to think 'yes.' If you
have an opinion on an issue, p lease
bring it up. People on the [Stu-A]
executive board have our disagreements too. We are all basically the
same."
Before the meeting ended, Director of Student Activities Ben
Jorgensen offered his encouragement and told the council he is impressed with the work they have
done so far this year. "I have been
involved with student government
at Colby for eight years. This has
happened before," said Jorgensen.
After the meeting many council
members expressed feelings of relief. Chad Pimentel '98 said he was
glad that Littell took the initiative.
"It took something like that to get
the reaction out of this group to
actuall y do something. Everyone
was pointing fingers. TJj at is not the
z "~ '
way to go."Q ''
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think."
Stu-A Cultural Chair Jennifer
Rose '98 said "The worTi 'diversity'
has been battered to death and it has
a negative connotation. Forcing it
on people will only make them bitter." She explained that the dorm
cultural chairs, led . by Associate
Dean of Intercultural Affairs Jerry
Rpseboro, were developing a program to help the issue.
Discussion turned from campus
diversity to the council itself when
West Quad President Andrew Littell
J'
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Student s want more campu s event s
BY EMILY LAPPEN

. Forty-eight percent said that they
stay on campus for reasons of conveStaff Writer
nienceand because of the difficulty in
More man half of Golby'&student getting off-campus. A number of stubody feels that are not enough Col- dents said that they don't have a car,
lege-sponsored weekend social ac- which makes it difficult to get anytivities, according to a recent Echo where or thatthey don't want to have
poll.
Of 203 students surveyed, 69 percent said that they attended Colby
"I hate the hassle of.
activities,
but
54
sponsored weekend
going off campus. I
percentsaid thattherearenotenough
like being able to
events offered.
One junior said .students stay on
leave a party. "
campusbecause,"If therules [oncampus] weren't so strict people would
want tostay on campus and would be to deal with driving if they decide to
more creative with their use of free drink. Others said that they stay on
campus because it is simply easier
time."
One hundred and fifty-nine and more convenient.
One freshman said, "I hate the
people explained what influenced
where, and how, they spent their so- hassle of going off campus. I like becial time at Colby. Answers fit into ing able to leave a party and gohome
threecategories: thosewhospend the when I want to."
Only 20 percent of students felt
majority of their time on campus but
are not necessarily content with the that the on-campus social scene was
on campus social scene, those who satisfactory. The majority of thesestuspend tiie majority of their time on dents' friends live on campus, and
campus and are content with the so- they feel no need to leave campus to
cial scene, and those who spend the have fun.
One freshman said, "I feel there's
majority of their time off-campus.

DIVERSITY,continued from page 1
"A true liberal arts education is inclusive of the
varied and diverse way of how we become educated. It
is also the true definition of multiculturalism," said
Thornton-Marsh. "We want to bring together different
thoughts and ideas oh diversity and address issues of
difference and similarity at Colby." ¦yy
The group will be comprised of 16students , faculty
and staff from all levels within the Colby community.
- "We hope to use everyone who's interested in some
capacity," said Arminio. Any organizations which remain underrepresented will be asked to provide the
group with one representative.
"We need not advocates,but rather coalition builders. [Members] must be passionate about the issue of
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•Clinton lays out his case
for U.S. troops in Balkans
In a televised address from the Oval Office on Monday, President
Clinton rallied Americans to support the dispatch of 20,000 United
States troops to Bosnia, acknowledging that the peacekeeping mission
will not be free of risks, but declaring that "there are times when
America — and America alone — can and should make the difference
for peace." Clinton pledged that the American mission, as part of
NATO, would be limited and carried out under the command of an
American general. He also drew a distinction between war and the
peacekeeping mission provided for in an accord the. United States
brokered last week to end three-and-a-half years of terror and carnage
in Bosnia. This address set into high gear a campaign to win Congressional support for the dispatch of American troops into the Balkans,
despite threats of resistance from Bosnian Serbs, public skepticism and
much doubt on Capitol Hill that America has a strategic interest in
Bosnia which justifies risking United States casualties.0O)

FUNDS , continued f r ompage 1

credit of the loan to a student s account by registration day if hie or
she signs and returns the promissory note promptly, the elimination
of checks for borrowers to endorse
in the Business Office, and no need
for students study ing abroad to obtain Powers-of-Attorney, according
to Whittelsey.
"Both the House and Senate were
diversity and have a visible voice in the community,
expected
to approve the budget rec"They
should
be
able
to
speak
said Thornton-Marsh.
from their own peop le and have pride in their own onciliation conference agreement on
groups, but have done enough with other groups to Nov. 17. The bill does not contain
earlier student loan cuts directly
understand their oppressions."
Upon formation, the group hopes to begin meetings affecting students,such as eliminatbefore the semester'send and can expect a two hour per ing the federal subsidy on the postgraduation grace period and inweek time commitment, according to Arminio.
"We want to speak to the community about the creasing PLUS (Parents Loans for
wonderful things that can happen when we explore Undergraduate Students) interest
each other's diversity," said Thornton-Marsh. We rates, though it would cap annual
need to ask individuals, 'what's your vision of where PLUS borrowing at $15,000. In adyou need to go?q jQrice the Diversity Group can do dition, it would still cap federa l direct lending at 10 percent of volthat, the rest of the community can too. "Q
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enough here to keep trie entertained,
however as I get older I'll probably
get sick of [it]."A sophomore wrote,
"on campus, is cool," and another
said, "I don't like off campus parties."
Thirty-two percent of this group
of people said they would rather
spend their social time off-campus,
whether it be at their friends' houses,
at parties, or somewhere nowhere
neartheColbycommuiuty.Onefreshmansaid thereis"a better atmosphere,
better parties [off-campus] . Not
enough parties on campus."
A junior wrotethat "the Colby on
campus social scene is dead. People
have lost the fire." Another junior
said, "I would like to stay on campus
forpartiesbutmoreand moreitseems
the bigger,more fun parties are moving off campus."
A general concern expressed by a
number of students was summed up
by a member of the class of '99: "We
need more Stu-A sponsored events
on campus because off-campus parties take away from the community
and create more problems such as
driving drunk, as well as other
issues."Q
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ume," said Whittelsey.
If this'cap becomes a law, it is
likely only the original 105 schools
that participated in the program the
first year would be allowed to stay
in and about 1,250,including Colby,
would be forced out, according to
Whittelsey.
Maine's U.S. Representative
James B. Longley said that he is
"p leased with the current budget
agreement and glad that Maine's
federal employees will now be able
to return to work."
"I am pleased that the President
has agreed with the Congress on the
importance of controlling federa l
spending by balancing the budget
within the next seven years," said
Longley. "Ending federal deficits
and the mountains of debt that we
are now piling on our children is a
national imperative. "Q
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Session I:
June 3 - July 4, 1996
Session II: July 9 - August % 1996
The oldest American University
in Europe offers:
*? More than 75 courses from the University's curriculum
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Acoustic duo yodels through Coffeehouse
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

Annie and Andy, a folk duo from Solon,
Maine,gave a good-natured concert at the Coffeehouse on Nov. 16. The two have been playing together for the last two years, and last year
they recorded their album "Folkinaise " in
Waterville.
AnnieErhart-Gray played thebaritone ukulele and the kazoo, and Andy Wendell played
guitar. Although they may not have lived up to
their billing as "f olk magic," they did provide
an entertaining and friendly show.
Their dress could have passed them as
casual Deadheads, and many of their songs
were nature- or spiritual-based. They began
with "Processional for the Goddess/Appalachia. "
It was .a-pJeasant melody that sang of the "sun
on the snow" and the "moon on the sea."
"This song celebrates the cycles of life and
living," Andy said while introducing "Caug ht
by the Sp irit." Annie pointed out that the lively
and positive song was not out of Andy 's character.
"Hebasically writeshappy songs,"shesaid.
The song was filled with harmonies and
beat
attitudes like "bring back the old time
up
rag, life without music would be a drag."
The "San BernadinoWaltz" was the first of a
few waltz tempo numbers that the two played.

It was an old cowgirl song that combined some
yodelingwith thoughts of dancing and howshe
had "been seen with the most wanted man"on
the dance floor.
The big surprise of the night was a cover of
the Cyndi Lauper song "Time After Time." It
was actually quite a pretty rendition, and the
words "you're calling to me, I can't hear what
you said," were good for a few '80s memories.
"We alwayswanted Jerry Garcia to play this
song,"Annie said before "Rock-a-Bye My Soul"
The song was about good-byes, and it seemed
easy to imagine Garcia singing "all I can say is
that when I go, You don't have to cry."
The positive, South African-inspired "Some
Walking Song " was one of the better moments of
the concert. The melodic cries of "E-ome-mayshy-ooh" and lyrics like "tie my shoes real tight
with suinmer sunlight" guaranteed a smile.
The phallic "2x4 Blues" was perhaps the
funniest song in the show. Annie sang about
how she didn't "want a 2x4, give me a 6x8, 1
want a man who can satisfy me." "Hotter than
Moja ve"had its ties to country music,and it had
a yee-haw feeling to it. The jug band "Washington at Valley Forge" finished up the night with
some kazoo.
Annie and Andy may not be exceptional
songwriters or musicians, but they did make
their songs entertaining. There was something
refreshing about hearing clean voices singing

Annie and Andy played in the Coffeeeh
about New England with beauty and simplicity. Their music was not skill-dominated, but it
was melodic, and it was good for a night of
relaxing with spiced tea and chocolate chip
cookies in the Coffeehouse.

Echo photo by fill Huntsberger
ouse last Thursday night?
Both Annie and Andy also have shows on
WMHBonMondayafternoons.Annieisknown
as Lady Wolf's Head, and she plays women
musicians. Andy goes by the name of
Timewalker, and his show features jazz. Q

Colby cast masters "Ham let Collegium impresses
in Chapel concert

BY CATHERINE B. PAGE
Contributing Writer

"H amlet" is one of the most-performed plays of all time. Colby's Performing Arts Department is packed
with someof the most talented majors
it has seen in a long time. This is a
perfect year for a Strider production of
one of Shakespeare's most famous
plays.
The cast at Runnels showsmastery
of Shakespeare's often difficult language, and they succeed in giving it
passion even against a less-than-inspiring set
Director Dick Sewell, Associate
ProfessorofPerforming Arts,certainly
has a dream cast,and hebrought them
together at the end of last year so the
actors would start working on their
lines over the summer. Brent Felker
'96heads up the cast as Hamlet. Felker
combines great passion and energy to
provoke the bitter and boyish soul of
Hamlet. His soliloquy, "To be or not to
be,"comesoffbeautifull y,and itshows
his versatility.
His control of the show is challenged only by the beautiful performance of Doug Lyons '97, who plays
both the evil King Claudius and the
ghost of Hamlet's father. Miranda
Miller '96 and ShelleyWollert '98, two
very talented and experienced Colby
actresses,takeon f hepartsof Gertrude
and Ophelia. Miller, despite the fact
that she has to act in a hideous chartreuse dress, plays Gertrude with true
queenly grace and eloquence.
Ophelia'sinnocenceand eventual ruin
is poignantly portrayed by Wollert.
Orphelia's brother, Laertes, is played
by Steve Kidd '97, who makes every
line and action seem effortlessl y
brought to life. Thomas Abbey '97
bringshumortotheroleofthedoomed
and pompous role of Polonius.
Jesse Thompson '96, Welling
LaGrone '97, Paul Coffee '98 and Dan
Maccarone '98 play an assemblage of
other characters. They provide a great

Echo photo by fill Huntsbergcr
Thomas Abbey '97 as Polonius gives Laertes, Steve Kidd '9 7,
advice as Ophelia , Shelley Wollert '98 listens.
deal of,wit and energy to the production. Most noticeably, Coffee does a
wonderful interpretation of the sad
and confused Horatio. LaGrone also
hasanunforgettablesceneinthegraveyard that will have the audience in
stitches.
Although the acting is almost impeccable, problems with "Hamlet "
come from a technical perspective.

Although the play succeedsin capturingthedarkand earthy world in which
the ancient Danish longs lived, the
combination of goldenrod yellow,
sickly greens, and plain brown for the
set and costumes look ghastly and can
only remind the viewer of shag carpet
of the 70s. Use of a slide projector for
background is more cheap than eerie.
see HAMLETon p age 8

combined melodies of this biblical1
BY JUDY RING
inspired piece were notable. The
English translation of the initial text
Staff Writer
of the song,as given in the program,
The latest performance of the was "My soul melts when my be1995-96 Music At Colby Concert Se- loved calls,for his voice is sweet and
ries featured a survey of 17th century his face lovely."
Three more pieces in the first half
German music. On Nov. 18th, the
ColIegiumMusicum,directedby As- of the show were also Schutz pieces
sociate Professor of Music Eva based on or inspired by biblical poLinfield, offered an interesting mix- etry. "Giuntoepnr,Lidia," f rom"Song
ture of solo, instrumental, and vocal of Songs," was another particularly
performances of the works of beautiful and skillful combinationof
Buxtehude, Schutz, Schein and five solo voices. The two final pieces
before intermissionwereboth based
Pachelbel.
on Psalm 137.
Theeveningbeevenin
g
had
The
They began with
gan with an organ
a small part of the
chorale prelude,
an almost
before
Buxtehude's "Jesus
f eel, Chorale
professional
extending
to the
Ch ristus , unser
but
it
also
had
all
full group and
Heiland," followed
"
adding organ acby DerHerr istmit
of the diverse
companiment.
mir/' a group vocal
musical
elements
T h e
workwithstringacof a recital.
Collegium
companiment.This
Musicum also
pieceaccentuated a
featured
an
American
debut of a
full-sounding bass section, particularly in the alleluia set at the conclu- Pachelbel suite only recently discovsion of the piece. Buxtehude's work ered,the "Parlieinfitminor. " Thef trst
was also featured in the final three movement began on a very lively
pieces of the concert, including the note and led to a slower conclusion,
but the piece had very few of these
"Sonata in C" for strings.
The single Schein piece, "Suite more reflective moments. For a mifrom Banchetto musicalc," included a norpiece,theworkwassurprisingly
five-voice recorder ensemble and sweet and, as quoted by Linfield in
cello. The almost antique feel of the the program, "it is rather languishrecorder harmonies was an interest- ing and loving than lethal."
Overall, the evening had an aling step from the classic vocal enmost
professional feel, but it also
semble. Particularly notable was an
artisticsolopassagein the third move- had all diverse musical elements of a
ment. A few more pieces of the recital. The historical beauty of the
evening also contained various re- Germansacredmusicwasoneofthe
finer concerts that Lorirher Chapel
corder accompaniments.
"
Heinrich Schutz's Anima men, has hosted this year,and thehoursof
Symponiae Sncrac," for two sopranos practice put in by the singers as well
with instrumental accompaniment, as by the other musicians of the
was a definite hi ghlight of the evening were certainly evident in
evening. The skillful individual and their performance.Q

"Sp ike and Mike's Festival?"Mellon Collie"
highlights animation's best saddens Pumpkins
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor
If you have not seen cartoons
since you were a kid watching "The
Smurfs," than "Spike and Mike's Festival of Animation'95 " may offer you
a welcome change of pace. The festival consists of 13 animated short
films from four different countries,
and the festival features a variety of
animation styles. Most of the shorts
are humorous, and there are exciting techniques like claymation and
computer animation.
"Animation '95" is the 19th annual festival,and it highli ghts four
Oscar nominees. "The Big Story "
begins the program with a play on
bi g city ij Seywsroom, moyies like
"The Front 'Page ." Done -in clay,
"The Big .S tory " uses the image of
Kirk Douglas in all three of its
characters.
"Bob' s Birthday " won an 1994
Academy Award for its humorous

man attempts to remove an annoying nose hair. However, the hair
soon turns on him, and it transforms itself into a couple dozen different torments to the man. "The
Village " shows a young lover who
gets framed in a murder in a claustrophobic rural village. The village
"Nose Hair " is
itself is as disturbing as the framing
another drawing on —
children play and priests drink in
paper that is
the center of town as the villagers
build
the gallows.
particularly well
The best part of"Animation '95"
done and humorous.
comes at its end. The last short, "The
Wrong Trousers,"is half an hour of
fun claymation. This 1993Academy
was nominated for an Academy Award Winner follows an inventor
Award for its depiction of a monk and his dog through their encounobsessed with catching a particu- ter with a mysterious penguin who
lar fish. Canadian film maker comes to live with them. Although
Vanessa Schwartz also scored* \ "Animation '95" has some slow monomination for her drawing on ments, it is a good chance to see
some talented artists who you might
paper called "The fanitor. "
"Nose Hair " is another drawing not see otherwise. The festival beon paper that is particularly well gins tomorrow at Railroad Square
'
done and humorous. In the short , a Cinema.Q
depiction of a dentist celebrating
his 40th birthday by doing just
about everything wrong, including standing naked in front of all
his guests. "The Monk and the Fish "

Sculptor Dennis presents slides of work
BY MEGHAN MYERS

only two-dimensional. A series of
scale false hotel fronts showed
Contributing Writer
how the young sculptor resolved
On Nov. 16 the Art Depart- her own artistic problems.
After the hotels, Dennis
ment hosted sculptor Donna Den^r
showed
examples of her second
one
of
today's
most
impornis,
tant environmental sculptors. She series, based on subways. When
has recieved numerous prizes for she described the thought proher work, and has given several cess which went into the evoluone-person shows.
tion out of hotels and into subi DenriisVsho^ed,Slides'of< her ways, Dennis spoke of the great
work and spoke of the artistic pro- influence the women's movement
gression which led her to where had on her work. She explained
she is today. She created her earl y how keeping journals had a proworks immediately after she found impact on the way she
graduated from college. These viewed her art.
scupltures all have the theme of a
Today Dennis feels that she
"false front." The false front is an has full y developed her own style
idea which stems from the con- of sculpture. Her latest p ieces incept of a structure that appea rs to volve massive structures of beams
be three-dimensional, but it is and wires. Internal li ghting and

primary colors also characterize
her works. Dennis has recieved
several public commissions in the
past few years. Her current works
show a significantl y different side
of her, and they do not resemble
her older museum pieces.
Her works have been exhibited at the prestigious Storm King
Art Center and the Clocktower
in
Gal^ryyahd were included
of the the
In 1 ^national Pavilion
1984
Venice Bienale. Dennis has
recieved grants from the New
York Foundation for the Arts, The
American Academy and The National Endowment for the Arts.
The lecture was sponsored b y
the Colby College Art Department
and supported by funds from the
Arts Lecture Fund.Q

BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The prolific Smashing Pumpkins released their third album
"Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness" earlier this month. It is actually a double album, and although
the twoCDs come in thesame package,they have their own individual
names. "Baton to Dusk" is the first
CD, and the second one is called
"Twilight to Starlight"
"Mellon Collie"is illustrative of
the almost schizophrenic nature of
the group'ssongwriting.Theirfirst
mainstream CD,"Siamese Dream/ '
was filled with distortion and anthem-like hits. Last year's follow
up, "Pisces Iscariof - had a much
softer and melodic side to it, although it did feature an almost
equal amount of distortion. "Mellon
Collie" has a number of songs that
would seem to fit on "Siamese/ '
and several tracks that owe their
origins to "Pisces Iscariot."
The first few songs on 'Dawn
to Dusk" demonstrate this fickleness between: their almost pretty
arid grunge-like sounds. The title
track begins with a soft and wordless piano and string opening. "Tonight, Tonight?' immediately follows with a grand sound and a
sense of urgency that appears again
and again on the two CDs.
'Zero " continues the group's
love affair with heavy guitars and
muffled iwprds;' Both CDs rely
heatfily on the themes of love and
sadness. On "Zero " Billy Coigan
sings "I'm in love with my sadness,"whichmay be the purpose of
the entire double album.
"Bullet with Butterfl y
Wings," the first single to hit
the radio stations, continues the
repetitious and negative theme
with the declaration "despite all
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my rage, I'm 'still just a rat in a
cage." Like a number of songs
on this album, it is an undeniably catchy track.
"Dawn to Dusk" ends with a
glimmer of the positive aspects of
love. "TakeMeDown" could probably pass for an easy-listeningballad, especially with lyrics like
"You're all I see, and you're all I
need/There's a love that God puts
in your heart" This surprisingly
sentimental thought comes after
the strong earlier statement of
"Zero"thatsaid /'Godisemptyjust
like me."
"Twilig ht to Starlight" offers
much of the same fare as "Dawn to
Busk." "1979" is one of it's most
interestingmoments. It has strong
images arid a slightly different
sound; Lines like "junebug skipping like a stone/with the headlights pointed at the dawn" are
some of the more imaginative lyrics on the album.
"We Only Come Out atNight"
sports a somewhat goofy yet appealing sound. "Beautiful" 'is a confusingly positive song with ties to
dancemusic.In"Bt/StflHtgfit"there
is a feeling of the impermanence of
love, arid the end seems near.
"Mellon Collie" has imany of
the makings of a great album. It
has enveloping sound and a number of songs with hit potential,
but a few things hold it back from
greatness. As much as the different moods provide variety, they
often come without warning and
can be disruptive when listening
to the album in its entirety.
Corgan's lyrics are also at times
melodramatic and a little inadequate for the scope of the album's
project Still, "Mellon Collie" oifers a number of excellent moments, and for any fan of alternative music,it is certainly worth the
purchase.Q
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Opini ons

Say "hi" to stay happy

You race to class. You have a 15 page research paper due tomorrow.
There are not enoug h hours in the day to finish all the reading your
professors assigned , let alone time to get to know new people. This
is a perfect time to take advantage of the quick , easy, cheap and
accessible tool we all have to extend ourselves to fellow students : our
smiles. It takes all of two seconds, can be done while still in motion
towards a destination and will never be taken the wrong way.
How many times do you say "hi" walking from the Student Union
to the Dana , from the library to Roberts? Double it Tri ple it Say
"hello " to that person you met in September whose name you can 't
remember. If you're not in too much of a rush , you might go so far as
to introduce yours elf again.
Sometimes it seems that Colby has lost a little of what broug ht us
the infamous "happ iest student' s" rating from the Princeton Review.
The happ iness that lingered in the air in the earl y fall when students
were excited to be back seems to have dissolved. We rush around
campus with our heads down , not seeing those approaching us. There
are 1,800 students at Colb y. While we may all seem different , we have
one undeniable thing in common — we all chose Colby. We get
psyched for the long winters and grea t people. These are the last days
we will spend surrounded by our peers , by peop le we can feel
assured we have at least one .binding tie to. Go introduce yours elf to
the freshman who lives downstairs from you. Say hello to the crush
you've had all year. Looking back , you'll only regret opportunities to
say "hello " that you've passed by, not the ones you have taken.
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Group projects ineffective

By its very nature a college is an eclectic place.
Even our fairl y homogeneous campus draws a student bod y with
fairl y divers e back grounds , experiences , personalities , and goals.
In attempt to blend these differences , many professors assign
group projects to allow students to learn cooperati on and interdependence in a culminating final product
In theory, it is an excellent idea.
However , too often the team effort becomes full of disagreements
and unequal allotment of work. The attempted joining of different
thou ghts and personalities is the mechanism which backfires and
causes the collaboration to be unsuccessful and the project second-rate.
Not all students have the same educational goals and desires;
thus , one student usuall y ends up taking on a majority of the work.
Some may desire a high grade and will be willing to put in the time
to achieve the grade. Some may not Some may be random thinkers
and wri ters. Others may be concrete and linear.
Moreover , group projects undermine the academic individuality
which is striven for in a liberal arts education. It is nearl y impossible
for a group to agree on an opinion, a thoug ht process or a mode of
expression. Instead , group projects too often produce a watereddown version of numerous students ' conflicting opinions.
In the workforce it will be necessary to have pro per cooperati on
skills to be an effective employer or employee. Nevertheless , in
something as individualized and self-motivated as education , people
are always going to desire different procedures and results from a
joint effort.
Given these differences , students should oe able to showcase their
own characteristics in projects which are a significant part of their grade ,
and not be forced to sacrifice or alter them for the sake of a grou p.
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Colby stud ents lack respect
for others as well as selves
BY KOL HARVEY
Staff Writer

When I visited Colby for the first
time last fall I perceived a fairl y liberal
school where the students had strorjg
friendships,were considerate of each
other, developed close bonds with
their teachers and respected each
other's way of life. I was dead wrong
on one of these observations.
Many Colby students do not have
the respect for their classmates that is
key for a comfortable college community. Colby students, on the whole,
are very good about respectingpeople
of other races or cultures, of the gay
and lesbian population and of many
other specific groups. The Pugh Center will increase our sensitivity towards people of variousbackgrounds.
The existing campus cultural and religious organizations all play roles in
bringing programs to campus which
educate the student body about cultural diversity. President Cotter has
affirmed his commitment to expand
the recruiting efforts for students of
minority backgrounds.Colby is making strides in diversifying its campus.
The future for minority groups looks
bright. Despite student acceptance of
minorities in general, there remains a
lack of respect between individuals.
Many times over the past f ew
weekslhaveseenpeopletreatedwith
less respect than they deserve. One
example is this year's first semi-formal dance,"Screw yourRoommate."
The Student Association joined the
four commons in sponsoring the 20th
annual event. The definitions of
"screw,"when used in this sense, are
"1. To take advantage of; cheat. 2. The
act or an instance of having sexual
intercourse."Often the former results
in the latter. Students are asked to "set
each other up on blind dates with the
hope that they will 'hit it off.'" An
unstated goal of the set-up is the activity described in the second definition, sex. Taking advantage of others
is the first step of the process.
What of our safe, comfortable liv-

ing environment? It seems strange
that throughout our campus people
watch their dormmates arrive home
intoxicated,vomiting in the hallways,
on thebathrpom floors,in the lounges
#nd in their rooms. No person should
f ee forced to live in these "safe, comfortable"conditions, yet the vast major ity of Colby students accept these
sights as parts of their normal weekend life. No wonder the number of
students living in substance-free residential halls has increased 335 percent over the past three years . When
we are not civil enough to respect
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There remains a
lack of respect
between individuals.
As our respect for
others has
diminished , so has
our self-res pect.
¦
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each other's right to live in a clean,
peaceful space it is time to reevaluate
our values.
Residents of substance-freehousing, while perhaps free from vomit
lined corridors,haveproblemsoftheir
own. Last year in a letter to the Echo,
DanielleHerget'97wroteoftwomale
students who interrupted her reading topoint,laugh and then spit at her
as she sat in her substance free residence hall. Somehow we manage to
ignore this kind of behavior, since
everyone knows that the people who
live in substance free dorms are "losers". What about respect?
Attitudes towards our social lives
carry over into academics. Respecting individual ideas is crucial for our
modera tel y diverse campus,yetit isa
skill we lack. Often classroom discussions turn into battles over who is
right and who is wrong. We have
ignored those trying to speak up, we
have interrupted each other at will,
we have generalized opinions and
classified our classmates as "liberal
fanatics," "extreme feminists," "ig-

norant and just plain wrong.
Shooting down our classmates' ideas
shows how we have accepted the
disrespect we see around us. In addition to our classmates, ourprofessors
are hurt by our actions/ Often students do not complete their
professor 's assignments. It can be argued that by choosing to skip the
reading for class, students take away
from the education of themselves as
well as others. Not doing the class
work prior to class shows disrespect
towards our professors and our fellow students. Calling someonenames
for having done the work transcends
this to unacceptable behavior visible
throughout the campus.
As our respect for others has diminished, so has our self-respect. For
many,alcohol,drugs and unprotected
sex are as much a part of Colby life as
classes and e-mail. Despite repeated
warnings of the dangers of such "bad
choices" from the Health Center, the
Dean of Sfad^ Office,
profes^
sors, parents and friends, we keep
making the wrong choices. Drinking
is an integral part of campus life. The
administration has made it a point to
not enforce the federall y mandated
drinking ageon campus. Free reign is
given to illegal drug use, provided it
occurs in your room. Despite the
prevalence of free or low-cost
condoms on campus, we still choose
to participate in unprotected sex.
Colby students are aware of the dangers of these activities, yet they stilJ
occur on campus. Our decision to
ignore the warnings shows our lack
of self-respect. If we do not respect
ourselves, how cari we be expected to
respect anyone else?
The "Colby bubble" has worked
its magic once again. Under its protective shell, we are able to escape the
harsh tru ths of the outside" world. By
removing that harshness, we have allowedourselves to lose the respect the
outside world demands of us. How
can we be "the leaders of tomorrow"
when we cannot even look out for our
*
friends?Q

Op inions

Stu-A still in
ITH E LAST LA I7GH
need of agenda
o
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

The word "government" seems
to have become synonymous with
the word "impasse." From Washington to Waterville, governments
are experiencing difficulty in getting their jobs done. On the national
level, this probably has more to do
with the two-party system and the
grave importance of the issues being discussed than it does with the
problems of Colby. At Colby, the
self-proclaimed problem with Presidents' Council is
apathy.
One member
summed up the
perceived problems of the Presidents' Council by
saying at the last
meeting, "I am continuously appalled at the lack of content...and
with the apparent ineptitude in
which [Presidents' Council meetings] are run. In addition, the topics
discussed at these meetings seem....
irrelevant to the concerns and problems of the student body."
Even to students not involved in
Colby 's student government, these
feelings of frustra tion are not news.
In the' October 5 issue of the Echo ,
I stated that Stu-A should develop
and put forth a detailed agend a to
the student body of their proposed
course of action for the year. Not
only was this not done, but it is
clear that Stu-A still lacks an agenda
even to reach their initial goal of
fostering
diversity
and
multiculturalism.
Members of Presidents' Council
chastised Stu-A for not acting in
many situations and questioned
their knowledge of proper procedures. Tom Ryan's response to the
allegations was to. tell Presidents'
Council that it is their job to "bring
[Stu-A] down to earth"because they
do not hear responses any other
way.
It is definitely the job of hall
presidents to info'ntfStu-A of student opinion on campus, but it is

also Stu-A's job to seek it out and
act on it. It seems the only thing
Stu-A has done to date is organize
social events and create committees to deal with the issues of diversity on campus.
There must be more to a collegiate student government than that.
Stu-A workswith Presidents'Council, the administration and the needs
of 1,800 people, and all they have to
show for this year is a funk night
and the new-found odiousness of
the word "diversity."
It is hot so difficult to administer
to the needs of
such a small community that StuA should not be
able to achieve a
little more than
they are. If the
problem is in getting feedback form the students on
issues, as Ryan seems to say it is,
then new methods of collecting student opinion should be explored.
I was surprised in the recent report on Presidents' Council to find
out about the National Coalition
Building Institute instructors on
campus. Not only had I never heard
of this institute, but I have never
heard mention of it by any member
of Stu-A. If this is a valuable resource to workers within Student
government, then why are we ifcfc
tapping this resource?
Perhaps if they were to utilize
this resource and make it available
to the students as well, Stu-A could
improve their ability to create
change on campus. After all, a student government should do more
than discuss fro-yo machines and
the next band they are going to
bring to campus.
There are a lot of smart people
on this campus, and it would seem
logical to tap the students more efficiently as a source of suggestions
and ideas. In order to get from a
goal to an actual result, there must
be action. If those actions can be
defined, if an agenda can be laid
out, then perhaps some change will
be seen.Q
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U.S. involvement critical to
Bosnian peace agreement
BY JOHN DALY
Staff Writer

President Clinton made an appeal to the American people Monday for support toward a committment of 20,000 American troops as
'riartof a 60,000-troop NATO peacekeeping force in Bosnia. The American troops are a necessary assurance that the agreement reached in
Dayton by the three warring factions will have the chance of creating a lasting peace in the Balkans. It
is not an easy commitment for President Clinton to propose, nor for the
American people to accept, yet it is
a necessary and responsible action
that could end over three years of
war in Bosnia.
In his address Clinton outlined
criteria for the commitment of U.S.
troops that included a defined mission with deadlines, and the necessary engagement freedoms for U.S.
troops to protect themselves and
enforce the mission. These criteria
sought to allay American fears about

U.S. troops experiencing the same
threats and that existed during action in Somalia, or of troops being
involved in a bumbling peacekeeping operation similar to the UN efforts this summer in Bosnia. A defined mission, combined with the
adequate firepower and clearance
for peacekeeping troops to protect
themselves, serves as a sound foundation for this peacekeeping proposal. Pentagon officials are reportedly supportive of the outlines for
the U.S. peacekeeping role, and are
guardedl y optimistic about the
probability of success.
The three weeks of serious negotiations leading to the peace proposal by the warring factions shows
a serious interest and commitment
towards peace. Such a commitment
will help to foster an environment
conducive to the presence of peace
keepers in Bosnia, and holds the
promise tha t a resolution to the conflict can be worked out as NATO
troops monitor and separate the factions. The necessity that U.S. troops

be included in the NATO contingent stems from a request made by
all three sides as the peace agreement was negotiated in Dayton.
With a history of broken cease-fires
and failed negotiations in this war,
the parties need to have confidence
in the strength and ability of the
force entrusted with separating
combatants and maintaining the
peace. . As the world's sole remaining superpower, the United States
brings the needed assurance of an
adequate and committed peacekeeping force.
Critics of Clinton's proposal argue that U.S. troops should not be
involved in matters that do not affect
vital national securityinterests. While
it is true that the Bosnia situation
does not pose a direct threat to American national security, history has
proven it naive to consider conflict in
the Balkans to be a "European problem." Without U.S. troops in the
peacekeeping force, the likelihood
of this most recent peace agreement
see BOSNIA on page 8

Wh at do you think Stu-A's j ob is?
Anne Cohen '9.6
"To be very busy bumblebees,
but they are not making any
honey."

Josh Morris '96
"To provide entertainment, to
make us happy, to plan events, to
bring speakers to campus."

Brian Scott '99
"To organize student activities.
Other than that, I haven't seen them
do much.They do dances and send
out apologies like for the whole
Screw Your Roommate thing."

Steve Kidd '97
"I think there is too much stress
on their whole non-alcohol policy,
and I would like to see more stress
on the other side of things."

Peter Gulezian '99
"To p lan things, to create con
troversy."
Echo photos by Merritt Duff

HAMLET, continued f rompage 4

BOSNIA, cont inued

fr ompa ge 7

During the sections in the play
where the audience may not understand the language being used in a
scene, they are left only to look at a
boring set and alarming ugly costumes, and this is the production's
sole fault.
If you want to see a version of

failing and of war resuming in
Bosnia is greatly increased. The
further likelihood of the war
spreading beyond Bosnia's
boundaries is also increased. The
apathy Americans have exhibited towards events in Bosnia in
recent years violates pledges to
never let events such as the Nazi
holocaust be repeated. Genocide
has occurred under the label of
"ethnic cleansing"in Bosnia,and
for years America has been slow
to act. American values dictate
that we should embrace this opportunity to intervene and better
insure an agreement to end the
war and the inhumane, actions
combatants have taken.Q
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0 1995 Mellow Manor Productions/A Festiva l Rims Release

Starts Friday, December 1 - One Week Only!
6:45 & 8:45 Also Sat./Sun. at 12:45, 2:45, 4:45

Metric Motors Inc. j

More info at http://www.mint.net/movies

RITE AID PHARMACY
in the Shaw's Plaza
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Beer Specials:

Molson Regular and Ice : $8.29++ a case
Budweiser , Budli ght and Ice 30 packs :
$13.29++
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"Hamlet " that is candy for the eyes,
rent Mel Gibson'sversion at the local
video store. However,if you want to
seeone of thebest plays ever written,
come witness some of the best acting
Colby has to offer this weekend at
Strider. Performances are at 8 p.m.
on Thursday, Friday,and Saturday.Q
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E at our wake

Swim team sees parti cipation soar

Devastator of the Week

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

The swimming pool here at
Colby is no longer the appropriate
p lace for the team to practice. Until
it freezes over, Johnson Pond might
be a better spot to accommodate the
team which has seen a terrific increase in participation.
Sura DuBow, a member of
Colby's Class of 1992,will begin her
first year as head coach of the Mules,
moving up from her assistant position a year ago. Sheila Cain,who was
head coach for four years, has taken
the head coaching job at the University of Chicago. Valarie Gude '93has
been named the new assistant coach.
The men's team from last year
was; only eight or nine swimmers
strong and this year has ballooned
to 26. The drastic increase in numbers will help the Mules considerably, according to DuBow.
"We had a very successful recruiting year," said DuBow, who
also said that upperclassmen who
did not swim last year have now
jo ined the team.
Due to such paltry participation
last year, the men won only a single
dual meet. DuBow said the team,
with the higher numbers, could reverse that fate and only lose one
meet this season.
Sophomore sensation Geoff
Herrick returns after an impressive
freshman campaign. He placed
eighth in the 50 f ly , fifth in the 100
fly and 10th in the 200 fly at the New
England^ Championships. Herrick
broke the Colby records in all three
events and narrowly missed qualifying for Nationals.
"There's no reason why Geoff
can't make it to Nationals this year,"
said DuBow.
Supporting Herrick are several
freshmen who look to make ah im-

Echo p hoto by J ill Huntsberger

Julie Wilbur s99 works with a kickboard during pract ice.
mediate impact in competition. and Emily Dowd add needed depth
Andy Brown '99^ John Kurucz '99 to the squad.
and Kris Skrzyski '99 add depth to
"We've always been missing
the squad. Skrzyski leads the class depth , and now we've added
and has a chance at placing in the depth," said DuBow, who said the
top eight at NewEngland's, accord- larger numbers will help to attract
ing to DuBow.
swimmers to Colby.
CaptainEricGordon '96and Pete
The women had their first meet
Bowden '98 return with experience of the season on Nov. 18 against
on a team that graduated only two Plymouth State, to whom they lost
swimmers last year.
by only five points. On a bright note,
The women have also seen a mas- Filler, Dowd and Feraco managed
sive increase in participation, from 18 to qualif y for New Englands in just
last year to approximately 30this sea- the first meet of the season.
son. The Mules lost one swimmer to
"They swam well and lost by
graduation and will lose only a few five points, which is very close,"
swimmersto study abroad programs. said DuBow. "I was very happy to
Morgan Filler '97, Colby's lead- get three people qualified."
ing returning swimmer, will be
This weekend both the men and
studying at Pomona College in Cali- women will compete against
fornia second semester. She was the Bentley on Friday. According to
Mules' top point-scorer at Ne^l |DuBow this meet is one the Mules
Englands last year and came close should win. On Saturday,the teams
to qualifying for Nationals.
will swim in the U. Mass.Alice Wong 98 and Jenny Dartmouth Invitational which will
Higgins '97 return to swim breast- not be scored. It is offered as an
stroke and distance, respectively. opportunity for swimmers to qualif y
Freshmen Lissa Baur, Laura Feraco for New Englands.?
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***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break Compan y! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas , Mazatlan , or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BKEAK- Nassau/Paradise Island , Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel,
Transfers , Parties, and More! Organize a small group and earn a FREE trip plus commissions! Call
1-800-822-0321.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month. Room and Board!Transportation!Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)5454155 extA50691
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50691
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic conversational English
in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching backround or Asian languages required. For information
call: (206) 632-1146 ext J50691
FREE FINACIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid is now available from private
sector grants & scholarships. AH students arc eligible regardless of grades, income , or parents
income Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50691
STUDY ABROAD IN SCOTLAND.. Includes innovative courses in Edinburgh and field studies
in the Highlands. Spaces available for Spring Sc Fall 4 96. Scholarships and internships. Paid campus
rcpresentatives sought.617-497-5056. college @ tiac.net

J ason Cherella '99

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

In the hockey team's second game of the preseason,Cherella earned
the starting job in net by keeping Mt. Allison to one goal in the Mules'
4-1 triumph. Since then he has been a mainstay in the Colby crease.
Cherella held Williams to one goal in the team's disappointing 1-0
season-opener loss and faced 31 shots in Colby 's 4-3 victory over
Hamilton. Last Sunday, he saw another 30 shots from a Salem State
team that scored nine on the Mules last year in the first round of the
ECAC playoffs, and led Colby to another 4-3 win.

iTHIS WEEK'S ALL-MUL E SQUAD
DAVE STEPHEN S '96

Early in the season, Stephens has been putting up All-American
type numbers for the Colby basketball team. In the Mules' 92-86 victory
over Western Connecticut in the finals of the Colby Invitational, he
scored 37points,had 13rebounds, nine assists and three blocks, coming
only one assist away from a triple-double. Stephens was named the
tournament MVP and, along with teammate John Hebert '97 , made the
All-Tournament team. In Colby 's two tough losses in California , he
scored a combined 54 points on his way to becoming another AllTournament selection.

CHRISTIAN DENCKLA '96

Despite having suffered many injuries in the young season, the
men's squash team rallied to a stellar 4-1 record at the Williams Round
Robin Nov.17-19. Leading the way was Denckla,who came home with
a 3-2 record at the no. 2 position and "p layed some of the best squash
of his career," according to Head Coach J ohn Illig.

MEN'S SQUASH, continued from page 11
performances in this first competition
of the season. Christian Denckla '96 at
no. 2 "played some of the best squash
of his career," according to Illig, and
went3-2ontheweekend.Sophomores
Geoff Bennettatno. 3andTaylorSmith
at no. 5 pulled out tough wins against
Vassar on the way to 4-1 records.
In their first look at college squash,

freshmen Andy Niner and ChrisUcko,
atno.6and7respectively,eachwent32 at the Round Robin. No. 9 SeongHen Ryoo '99, also playing his first
games at the college level, came home
with a 4-1 record.
The Mules will compete against
MIT and the U.S. Navel Academy today in matches held at MITD

2-1 on the year.
It was Colby 's first win at Salem
since 1989.
"We stayed with them and played
hard to beat them," said Tortorella.
"We believe that we can beat anybody on any given night."
The return of Lavergne to the
line-up helped as hecontributed with
two assists. Captain Brian Cronin
'96, who is filling in for Blauert on a
line with Lamia and Lavergne,
played well with a goal and two
assists.
Once again Cherella saw a lot of

rubber during the game, facing 30
shots from the opposition.
"I thinkour guys are playing well
in front of him and feel confident
with him in net," said Tortorella.
The Mules will face Hol y Cross
and Connecticut College in Alfond
Arena this weekend. Both teams are
much impr oved , according to
Tortorella , and Conn. College won a
tournament this past weekend. The
games are expected to be close.
"It's going to be a very difficult
weekend to get four points out of,"
said Tortorella.Q

MEN'S HOCKEY, continued from page 12

Season looks bri ght
for men's indoor track

Perfect timi ng for stress relievers
BY RYAN MAYHUGH

Staff Writer
.

The only problem is that thesnow
is rarel y wet and soft enough to
form ample projectiles. When it
is, however , let's get re ady to
rumble.
The first snowfall of the year,
about a week before break , pro duced the perfect snow for a massive fight Being the smart students that we are, the opportunity
was not passed up. One night, a
herd of stressballs charged
throug h the Street of the library
during prime stud y hours , pelting anybody in sight
Even if you were in the street
at this time, and just as you finished up your paper , a snowball
hit you in the face, broke your
glasses, shorted out your
powerbook and caused your paper to completely disappear , it
would be difficult not to give a
"to-hell-with-it" chuckle and join
in the fun.
Making snowmen , rolling
around on the ground , skating on
the pond , even slipping on the ice
and taking a massive digger outside a dorm in front of tons of
peop le, all help to keep us sane in
these last few weeks.
Then there is that lesser
known ,year-round stress reliever.
All you need is a fairl y long table ,
four peop le, a die...G

constructive . thoug hts. And . what
other opportunities do you have to
Sp orts Editor
communicate with others using
As the semester winds down only the lines from "Cadd yshuckl "
Some may think that lying in
and students return from a weekfront
of the library on a fantastic
end of sleep, turkey and family
chats, one thing seems to come day qualifies , but too often peop le
over them: "I have about 3,000 can be seen doing work in the this
hours of work to do before the situation , which is frightful.
, Baseball , football , Frisbee and
end of the semester. "
dogs chase a wide variety
watching
,
stress
time..
But
That' s right it's
we are smart people,which is sup- of objects are all good stres s relievported by the fact that this isa good ers as well. However , with a little
school, and one that is difficu ltto imag ination and an understanding
get into. We have, althoug h sub- or absent RA, all of these can surconsdoiisl y or even by acddent > vive well into the winter in the conprepared ourselves forthestress of fines of a dorm hallway.
When the snow comes, however,
finals by existing in an environmost tend to foiget about the silly
ment filled with stress relievers.
Snow is without a doubt the games of summer. Nature has genernumber one stress reliever. While ously provided us with a toy that has
snowbanks so far this season are countless uses and , once January
not of the skyscraper variety ,the comes, exists as far as the eye can see.
Skiing is the campus golf of the
first snowfall of the year was imwinter
, and then some. Tr aveling
pressi ve.
Before I go into a discussion Over an hour to Sugarloaf might as
on the cold, white wonder , it is well be a mini-vacation , and once
important to remembe r the great there , stressed students are almost
stress relievers that accompany forced to stay a while to make the
trip worthwhile. Ifs cold, you are
warm weather .
First and foremast ^ withou t a gainingsp eed,the scenery isbreathdoubt , is campus golf. Whacking taking and most importantl y, the
a tennis ball skillfully between last thing on your mind is the 12classmates and other obstacle s in page English paper due tomorrow.
Snowball fights are also a clashopes of hitting the Spa door for a
birdie removes the mind from any sic way to forget about school work.
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meter relay.
Dave Palmieri '97 returns tocompete in thehigh hurdles as wellas the
500 meter race. Palmieri is especially
strong in the outdoor intermediate
hurdles.
The Mules return two outstanding distance runners. Wescott believes that Pat Fournier '98 and Sam
Harris '98, who both were key runners for this year's cross country
team, will be the team's "two major
distancerunners/'Fournierwasthird
in the NESCAC 10,000 meter run last
spring and Harris placed second tithe 5,000 meter run at the Maine
State Indoor Championships last
year.
Wescott is pleased with the addition of talented freshmen to the team.
Chris Bunge '99 will run in*the400
meter dash arid Tony Callander '99
will compete in the high Hurdles and
the pentathalon. Derek Bugbee '99
and Andy Slattery '99 will throw the
shot put. Wescott believes that
Bugbee and Slattery will be "major
contributors in the weight events."
Last year the team placed ninth
out of 20 teams at New England's.
The team's goal this year is to improve and finish among the top six
Division III teams. Judging from the
team'sstrong core of returningmembers, and the addition of several
'strong freshmen, its chances appear
to be very good.Q

The Colby men'sindoor trackand
field team is hoping to rim laps
around other Division III teams this
year. Head Coach Jim Wescott, entering his 18th season at Colby, is
enthusiastic about the team's prospects for 1995-96.
Leading the team this year are
senior co-captains Matt O'Connell
and Don Saucier. O'Connell, a
pentathelete, is "in great shape this
year", according to Wescott. Last
year,O'Connell placed fourth at the
New England Division III Championships in the pentathlon.
Saucier is one of the team's most
outstanding hurdlers, according to
Wescott. He won the Maine State
Championship and was a finalist in
the KigK hurdles last season at New
Englands.
The team welcomes many other
major contributors back for this season. Conrad Saam '96, who Wescott
calls a "multi-event person,"was one
of the New England's top pole vaulters. Saam vaulted an amazing 14'6
last season and also holds Colby's
outdoor track decathlon record .
Jake Churchill '96 returns to the
team after a semester in Scotland.
Churchill is an "outstanding halfmiler," according to Wescott. As a
sophomore, Churchill was fifth in
the 800 meters at New Englands and
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Sure , there , more than one way to get the money you need to buy a Macintosh"
computer. But none is as painless as this. Because all you have to do is visit
tlie authorized Apple reseller li sted below, apply for an Apple' Computer Loan,
and i f you qual i fy, you can own a Mac"' for a buck or two a day. That 's r ight ,
for the pr ice of a da ily latte , you can get a Mac and have money left over for
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software and a printer. It 's easy. No groveling for funds on the phone with the
folks is required. There'll be no bail to post after robbing the bank. You won't
even have to make a payment for 90 days!Just call
i+
l-800-Apple-LN to apply, and the power of Macintosh A f\f"\1/_ii AS*
could soon be yours. The power to be your best" l \j
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The Macintosh Office at the Colby Bookstore
or call 207/872-3336
*A11systems are bundled with Microsoft Office!
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Men*s squash compiles 4-1
Mixed results in
record
at
Williams
Round
Robin
opening matches
for women's squ ash
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

In its two opening matches of
the season on Nov. 18th at Bowdoin, the Colby women's squash
team saw two different ends of the
spectrum.
The Mules suffered an 8-1
thrashing at the
hands of rival
Bowdoin in the
first match of the
year.Colby 'sno.
'98,,scored theteam'slone victory
in exciting fashion. After losing
the first two games of her match,
Totten stormed back to take all
three of the remaining games,9-4,
9-0 and 9-5.
Captain Ellen Derrick '96, at
no. 2, played in a match similar to
Totten's, but came up on the losing end. She started out by winning the first two games 9-7and 90, but dropped the next three 4-9,
8-10 and 3-9.
In the squad's next match
against Connecticut /College, the
Mules were the ones easily dis-

posing of their opponents.
Colby's top six players, which
include Totten, Derrick, Becky
Trufant '96, Montine Bowen '98,
Lindsay Hayes '99 and Meaghan
Dwyer '96, all swept their matches
3-0en routeto theteam's8-1victory.
Head Coach John Illig said the
performance was not surprising.
"Conn. College is one of the
w e a k e r
women's teams
in the league, so
we expected to
w,in that big,"
said IlligThe Mules had the last two
weeks off and will resume competition this weekend at the
Wesleyan Round Robin, which
includes Trinity, Wesleyan,
Wellesley and Mt. Holyoke. AccordingtoIllig, theopponents will
give Colby a challenge.
"Right now we have our work
cut out for us at the Wesleyan
Round Robin. The Wesleyan,
Wellesley and Mt. Holyoke
matches will all be important,"
said Illig.?

Despite being hampered by injuries in the young season, the Colby
men'ssquash team took its opponents
by storm at th£ Williams Round Robin
Nov. 17-19.
TheMulestoppedBard,Wesleyan,
ConnecticutCollegeandVassarwhile
losing to host Williams on their way to
a 4-1 record for the weekend.
"It was a,great weekend for us, as
webrought four first-year students in
our starting 10/' said Head CoachJohn

The addition and strong performances of freshmen were necessary,
especially given the injuries to both
Dave Tedeschi '96 and JamieCheston
'96. Tedeschi,is due back shortly, and
Cheston, the team s former no. 1, is
battling knee tendinitis that kept him

BY BOB ELLINGER
Asst. Sports Editor
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come easily for the Mules.
"We knew that match could go
either way," said Illig. "It was a very
dramatic contest, too. It wasn't decided until thelastgameof thematch."
The score was knotted at 4-4 with
only the top players from each team
yet to compete. Colby's no. 1, Dave
Dodwell '98, survived a match point
in the fourth game of a tiebreaker to
force the final game. After compiling
an 8-1lead early,Dodwell held on for
the 15-8 triumph to bring home the
Colby victory.
"Dave gave a remarkable effort to
win that match. He never overplayed
that last game," said Ulig. "He stayed
withinhimself witha tremendouslevel
of concentration. It wasa great match
to watch and it sets the tone for us this
entire season." .
'Se!iveral individuals had strong
see MEN'S SQUASH on page 9

After an Anna Marie basket and
free throw, the Mules pulled within
one,bringing the score to 68-67 with
a basket late in the game.
After an Anna Marie player sank

the game.
The Mules were victimized by
Anna Marie's two top players, Tara
Nawrocki and Mellissa Arsenault,
who pumped in 25 and 16 points
respectively.
"I was pleased with our ability
to score that many points," said
O'Brien. "Defensively we lost the
game. If wewould have maintained
the defensive intensity of the first
half for the whole game, it wouldn't
have been a contest."
Coming down the stretch the
Mules were hurt by an injury to
Maggie
Drummond
'98.
Drummond hit on her only two
three-point tries in the first half before she sprained her ankle defending an inbound pass late in the secend half. Drummond was missed
late in the game as she would have
taken the three to tie the score, according to O'Brien.
Yesterday the Mules p layed
Husson, an NA1A team with a few
scholarship players on the squad.
On Friday Colby kicks off division play when Tufts come to Mayflower Hill.
"The Tufts game will be a good
test to see how we will p lay in our
conference," said O'Brien. "If we
play defense and play smart we have
a chance of beating them. "Q

Women's hoops loses tough first game

The first women's basketball
game was the story of two very
dissimilar halves.
In the fist half against visiting
Anna Marie, the Mules jumped out
to an early lead en route to a 37-26
half-time advantage. However,
Anna Marie fought back from the
half-time deficit and escaped with a
70-67 win.
in Collision Repairs of All
It was a disappointing way to
;, Foreign and Domestic
begin the season, according to Head
_^«___fl_^__«a»ra ^ Coach Tricia O'Brien.
__4____flB_B________BH_H_m
"Going into the game I thought
».ti9
S
;
we should have won the game and
lookingback I think weshould have
won," she said.
"We came out very intense and
played a solid first half. In the second half we just came out slow. We
missed some easy lay-ups and some
'
"
THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden s best . sold here.
open shots. On defense we fell
asleep and gave them easy shots,"
she said.
With three minutes to go Anna
Allen
St..
Waterville
Marie
tallied its largest lead with a
Behind
College
Ave.
Established
- \\
Car
Wash
.
1928
\
six-point advantage. At this point
872-5518
Lynn Kenoyer '97 drove to the hoop
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ^mtmammmmmmamt ^^ mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmaim
mmmmmmmmmmmmmtfmammmma
and was fouled. The basket counted
and Kenoyer nailed the free-throw
to bring the Mules within three
points.
.

from competingin half the matches at
Williams.
After disposing of Bard 9-0on Friday night, the Mules took on an "exceptionally strong"Williams team on
Saturday morning.The Ephs romped
to an 8-1 victory, with Sam Poor '99,
whowent5-0 on the weekend,mostly
at the exhibition level, accounting for
Colby's lone win at no. 9.
In the afternoon , the team rebounded to beat Wesleyanhandily by
a score of 8-1.
"They were much improved over
last year,and they won a few gamesin
several matches, but we outmanned
them,"said Illig.
TheMulescaptured theirthirdwin
of theweekend,and second of theday,
in a 7-2victory over Conn.
Colby faced Vassar in the final
match of the weekend;'hklcl on Simday morning. The 5-4 win did not

"We came out very
intense and played a
solid first half. In the
second half wejust
came out slow."
-Head Coach Tricia
O'Brien
two free-throws, Colby was unable
to connect on the three-point shot
that would have tied the game.
Co-captains Perry and Kenoyer
led the way for Colby.Perry poured
in a teamhigh 17points and Kenoyer
added 16.
Kathleen Pigeon '98 scored
seven points and hauled in five
rebounds. Coming off the bench,
Pigeon p layed a "solid game,"
according to O'Brien. Larson
scored 12 points, grabbed five
rebounds and earned the praise
of her coach.
Emily hit the big shots at the
end," said O'Brien. "She showed
that she could hit tough shots and
that she wanted theball at the end of

MEN 'S HOOPS, continued f rom p ag e 12
the key."
Despite the tough perimeter
defense, Hebert dropped in 23
points on an impressive 7-10
shooting from three-point land.
Craig Murray '96 added 12
points.
For his play in the two games
Step hens was awarded the tournament MVP, and he and Hebert
were placed on the All-Tournament Team.
The Mules started off slowl y
in the game and were down 3624 at half-time. However, Colb y
rebounded in the second half
but were unable to overcome
the deficit, losing 68-63. In this
game the Mules shot a disappointing 39.5 percent from the
field and had only five players
score.
"We didn 't execute as well
as we had hoped ," said
Whitmore. "We struggled to get
a lot of grea t shots. That was the

biggest problem I thought.
"We have to work on our training and execution to take what the
defensive can give to us."
Stephens again led all scorers,
tall y ing 30 points and 10 rebounds.
Hebert chipped in with 14 points,
and Murray added 10.
In the consolation game against
the Claremont McKenna-Skripps
team, the Mules continued their
poor Shooting en rou te to a 78-71
defeat. The Mules managed to
shoot onl y 37 percent from the field
and 62 percent from the foul line.
Stephens and Hebert again led
the offense for Colb y, scoring 24
and 25 points respectively.
For his efforts out West ,
Stephens was placed on the AllTournament Team.
Since their victory over Daniel
Webster, the Mules have essentiall y been playing on a six-man
rotation. Improved contribution
from the reserve players may be a

key factor in the success of the
team, according to Whtimore.
"We certainl y have to. continue to develop our bench ," he
said. "When we do that we'll
only get better."
"The guys coming off the
bench aren 't reall y getting their
shots so they aren 't quite sure
where to make their mark on
the team ," said Murray.
On Friday night the Mules
will begin conference play when
Tufts comes to May flower Hill.
Last season Tufts advanced to
the second round of the NCAA
tournament, and earlier this
year won a tough tournament
at New York University.
Next Tuesday the Mules
travel to the University of
Southern Maine where they
hope to get their first win on the
road against a "perenniall y
good team ," according to
Whitmore.Q

Men's squas h
starts its
season on f ire.
See page 11.

Men's hockey tops ECAC champs Salem State
BY RYAN MAYHUGH

a few were quality chances, according to Head Coach Jim Tortorella.
The play of Williams All-American
If the first three games of the goalie Marc Seigal proved too tough
season are any indication of what is for the Mules, who fell by a score of
to come, this will be an exciting and 1-0.
"We just couldn't convert on our
successful year for the Colby men's
hockey team.
chances," said Tortorella. "It was a
In their first weekend of compe- little disheartening because we
tition, the Mules traveled to face p layed very well."
While Doak returned for game
Williams and Hamilton. Dan
Lavergne '97 and Darren Blauert against Hamilton the following day,
'97 sat out due to injury , and Bob Jody Eidt '97 and.George Kennedy
Doak '97 could not p lay due to a '97 joined Lavergne and Blauert on
game disqualification received in a the sidelines. Despite the loss of
preseason game against Mt. Allison. these players,Colby overcame a late
Colby managed to rattle off 37 rush from the Continentals to win
shots against Williams, though only the contest 4-3.
, Sports Editor ,

Nick Lamia '97 and Chad
Pimehtel '98 each netted first period
goals, and the score remained 2-0 in
favor of Colb y until midway
through the third . Pimentel took a
butt-ending penalty, giving
Hamilton a five-minute power play
in which they scored twice to even
the score.
Chris Shepley '98 scored on a
face-off to put the Mules back in
front and Terry Flynn '98 added a
goal to finish out Colby 's scoring.

The Continentals pulled their goalie
in favor of an extra attacker and
managed another goal, but the
Mules held on for the 4-3 victory.
"I felt proud of our guys,coming
off a tough loss to Williams. [They]
really stuck with it through the end,"
said Tortorella. "We were pleased
to come out of the weekend with
two points."
Freshman goalie Jason Cherella
faced 31 shots in the contest and
"p layed very well for us," according to Tortorella.
Last Sunday, Colby traveled to
face Salem State,the team that killed
the Mules 9-2 in the opening round
of the ECAC tourney last year. Sa-

lem went on to win the tournament,
its second straight championship.
The Mules jumped on top early
with two first-period goals. However, the team let their opponents
cameback to gain a 3-2 advantage in
the second, which was played
poorly by Colby , according to
Tortorella.
As the period wound down,
Flynn found the back of the net to
keep the two teams tied going into
the final frame. Captain Todd
McGovern '97 battled defenders in
front of the net to put in a rebound
in the third. This goal gave the Mules
a 4-3 win and moved their record to
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 9

Mules
win
Colby
Invitational,
Colby women's hockey
defea
t
ed
t
wice
in
California
beats Boston College,
falls to Dartmouth
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Considering the tough competition the Colb y women 's ice
hockey team faces, its opening
weekend split with Boston College and Dartmouth is encouraging.
"I was happy with the weekend overall ," said Head Coach
Laura Halldorson. "One-and-one
is a good place to be."
After a scorel ess first period ,
the Eagles scored twice in the second to go up 2-0. Barb Gordon '97
evened the score
with a goal in the
second and then
another earl y in
the . . third.
Meaehan Sittler
'98 scored the eventual game-winner shortl y after Gordon 's second
tall y to give Colby a 3-2 openinggame victory.
Goalie
Marie
Polichronopoulos '97 played well
in the third period , according to
Halldorson , making several big
saves to hold onto the one-goal
lead.
' Sarah Gelman '96 and Ann
Mortenson '98, who both played
forward las tyear , played their first
gam e at the defensive positi on.
Gordon also took an occasional
shift on defense to easetheburden
on Gelman , Mortenson and Stacy
J oslin '97.
"They played well/' said
Halldorson. "I think they're coming along and gaining confidence
at that position. "
Halldorson was happy with the
win , especiall y consider ing th e
team had traveled the same day.
The rink at Boston College also
caused pr oblems for die Mules.
"Their rink is much warmer

and slower than ours ," said
Halldorson. "It was reall y hot and
took a lot out of our players. If s
good to see that in the third period
we still had some legs."
The following day, the team
faced Dartmouth and found itself
down 1-0 after the first period.
Another score in the second put
the Big Green up 2-0, but Sittler
put Colby on the board with a goal
later in the period. Dartmouth
came right back to regain a twogoal adva ntage and went on to
win the game 4-1.
Once again Polichronopoulos
was strong in
net, making 34
saves,while the
Dartmouth
goalie came up
with31.TheBig
Green scored once on the power
play, but received tlie rest of its
offense from Sarah Howald , who
got a hat trick in the contest
"Dartmouth doesn't have a lot
offlashy, offen8ive8upet8tars ,but
they have a lot of depth ," said
Halldorson. "I think they wore us
down."
Th e Mul es will play their first
two home games of the season this
weeken d, when they face off
against Princeton and Yale.
"Princeton will be real good,"
said Halldorson. "Yale won't be
quite as good, but they 're scrappy
and they have a good goalie."
They arc both league games,
and teams tlie Mules hope to beat ,
according to Ha lldorson.
"We haven 't beaten Princeton
since I' ve been here, so that would
bea huge upset,"said Halldorson.
"If we take advantage of our offensive opportunities , Marie
comes up bi g, and we play well
defensiv ely, we can beat them.
[Butl lt won't be easy/' Q

BY BOB ELLINGER
Asst. Sports Editor

Extreme changes in climate and
location brought almost as extreme
differences in success for the men's
basketball team over the past two
weeks.
Beginning the season by hosting
the Colby Invitational Tournament,
the Mules won two games over
Daniel Webster and Western Connecticut and the tournament championship to start the season in impressive fashion.
Over Thanksgiving the Mules
traveled to southern California to
take on two west coast Division III
powerhouses in Pomoma-Pitzer and
Claremont McKenna-Skripps. The
Mules didn't fair as well in California as they found themselves on the
losing ends of two close games.
The Mules tipped off their season back on Nov. 17 when they
hosted Daniel Webster. Colby controlled almost the entire game on its
way to an impressive 81-56 win.
The game saw 13Colby players score
points and 16 p layers entered the
game.
Captain David Stephens '96 led
the Mules in scoring, dropping in 23
points and grabbing nine rebounds.
John Hebert '97 chipped in with 14
points on 4-of-7 shooting from threepoint land.
"We were just a better team,"
said Head Coach Dick Whitmore.
"After we got on track we reall y
p layed well. It was a good way to
start off the season."
Nevertheless, the game was extra special for Whitmore because he
was coaching against his son, Richard Whitmore III.
"It was an emotional game and
in retrospect it was an enjoyable
time," said the elder Whitmore. "It
is difficult to get an emotional grasp
on something like that. He is just
starting out his career and lam kind
of rounding out mine."
The next day the Mules squared
off against a tough team from Western Connecticut to determine the

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

Dave Stephens "96 goes f o r two in Colby's 81-56 win over
Daniel Webster.
tournament champion. In a ti ghtl y points, shooting 10-for-21 from the
contested , hig h-intensity ga me field and making 17 out oi 21 foul
Colby escaped with a 92-86 victory . shots. In addition to the great offen"Western Connecticut is tradi- sive numbers,Stephens collected 13
tionall y one of the better teams in rebounds, dished out nine assists
New Eng land ," said Whitmore. "In and registered three blocked shots.
"We were able to get the ball to
the game they pushed the pace a lot
and I was reall y p leased that we [Stephens] inside a lot that game,"
were able to respond well."
said Whitmore. "Theycameoutand
Stephens played "brilliantl y " in were really challenging our outside
this game, according to Wh itmore. shots, so getting the ball inside was
Stephens poured in a game hi gh 37 see MEN'S HOOPS on page 11

